Abstract

Digitalization, as a popular issue in banking, is changing the way of doing business with new business models resulting in a change in employment structure, business development and sales/marketing. Digital platforms utilize operational efficiency, data intensive and even artificial intelligence driven risk management and decision making processes. This change has led to repercussions in organizational structures of banks, sectoral regulations and policy development perspectives. With respect to that, in this study, structured interviews are conducted with seven Turkish top bank managers to provide feedbacks and policy recommendations from the field that support the aforementioned change in banking.
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1. Introduction

Technological developments are causing radical changes in many sectors in an increasing pace with important effects of efficiency and profitability resulting in new business models that have changed sector competition and banking paradigm. These developments also provide decreases in costs of operation and increases in customer basis and profitability which result in efficiency, utilization of lesser inputs for producing more outputs in banking (Özel et al., 2017). Banking and finance is the most obvious sector utilizing the benefits resulting from financial innovations.

Oslo Manual defines innovation as the implementation of a new or significantly improved product (good or service), or process, a new marketing method, or a new organizational method in business practices, workplace organization or external relations with reference to product, process, marketing and organizational innovations (Oslo Manual, 2005). Mainly, by using the definition of innovation, it is somehow possible to name significant changes in financial instruments, services, and markets as financial innovation (Comert and Epstein, 2016). These changes may stem from differing characteristics such like cost minimization, operational efficiency, risk management, development of new financial products etc. Definitions of financial innovation vary with reference to their goals, structure of legal framework and market demand and opportunities. Therefore, financial innovation may include product and/or process innovation.

Customers are main drivers of financial innovation with the variety and volume of their demand. The interaction of demand and supply as developing the innovative skills of providers is a historical fact accompanied with the regulatory framework which plays a very crucial role in determining the context, boundaries, and path of financial innovation. With the increasing pace of information and communication technologies, banks and financial institutions can receive prompt feedbacks from the market with reference to changing and differing demand. The constant interaction of all the parties (banks and financial institutions as providers, customers, and regulatory authorities) result in product, process and business model innovation in a certain time. Therefore, the concept of financial innovation has an inclusive content. This inclusiveness has repercussions in considering digitalization and financial innovation as embedded in each other.

Digitalization, as a crucial means of instant banking and finance operations provides ground for a more dynamic demand and supply interaction which results in an increased variety of financial innovations that are product, process and business
model innovations. In a sense, digitalization is a major milestone, a paradigm advancing or shifting phenomenon in the context of financial innovation. It is the transformation of banking, finance and money that is witnessed by means of digitalization as a financial innovation.

Digitalization by itself is not only a process innovation that provides operational efficiency or a product innovation that provides new financial instruments but it is also a business model innovation due to the fact that digitalization and big data changes the rules of the game. Therefore, digitalization from a macro perspective is to lead more collaboration among actors in the finance and transformation of value creation in a more data analytics-based manner. In sum, during the digitalization process through the emergence of new financial instruments, operational efficiency and product innovation issues came up naturally for the banks. Hence, it is hard to say whether digitalization leads product innovation or not since they emerged simultaneously in the market. However, after the digitalization process existing business models have changed.

With the utilization of digitalization and digital technologies, financial innovation entered a new era defined as the prompt interaction of financial sector companies and customers by means of customer feedbacks, together with increasing collaboration and interaction of financial sector companies. Conventionally, branches are main distribution channels of banking. However, with utilization of technology, alternative distribution channels emerged initially with automated teller machines (ATM). Alternative distribution channels, including mobile devices, digital TVs as well as internet banking, are attractive to banks because of the advantages they provide (e.g. cost cutting, efficiency and better service quality). Digitalization provided a paradigm shift in banking towards intensive utilization of so-called alternative distribution channels.

As the level of digitalization is increasing, codified knowledge base is expanding as a result and this gives way to utilization of various instruments regarding data analytics and decision-making processes. The most prominent of these instruments is artificial intelligence (AI). With utilization of AI and many other instruments, a wide range of sectors benefit from increasing efficiency and profitability that have economic development effects (Accenture, 2017). We see penetration of AI more and more in banking and finance (Yildirim, 2019).

As a result of digitalization and utilization of AI in banking and finance, value creation is changing in a more efficient way. These issues are repercussion of the
strong correlation between financial market development and economic growth. Hence, technological and financial innovations are amongst underlying factors of economic growth. In this respect, financial innovations, as a key concept for an efficient financial system, contribute to economic development with effective channeling of funds for development and by converting the companies to a more efficient and technology intensive business model (Akhavein et al., 2005).

Based on these aforementioned facts, it is understood that, the role of financial innovation, as induced by digitalization, is very important for efficiency and thus improving productivity. Therefore, the pace and quality of its diffusion matters and faster the diffusion of innovation, more immediate the social and economic impact it causes. In this respect, this study is about policy recommendations with regards to changes and scenarios in the future of banking and finance with respect to major business model changes due to digitalization.

The aim of this study is to explore the effects of digitalization and the digitalization-based changes on Turkish Banking Sector (TBS) for the sake of policy development.

Turkey has a great potential for the growing banking technology. According to TURKSTAT, total population is 83,154,997 in the end of 2019 (Turkstat, 2020). The percentage of the population uses 93% of internet and mobile banking. According to Statista, the number of active mobile banking customers increased from 6.7 million to 32 million between 2014 and 2018 in Turkey (Cherowbrier, 2020). As can be seen from these statistics, Turkish digital banking is an interesting case to explore.

From this perspective, the main research question of the study is: “What are the main policy development areas in digitalization process of TBS?” To answer this question in depth, expert views become important to provide an overall picture, for that, structured interviews are conducted with the Vice Presidents and/or Department Heads of banks in TBS. Vice Presidents like Chief Digital Officers or chief officers responsible for digital transformation processes are interviewed as respondents. Seven representative banks are comprised of private deposit banks, state-owned banks, participation banks, development and investment banks, foreign banks and branches of foreign banks as main types of banks.

The plan of the study is as follows: next section describes the conceptual framework. Following section gives information about the methodology. Namely, research approach, research design, and data collection method are explained in this section.
Further, the grounds of structured interviews, selection of banks and respondents are stated. Section 4 discusses analysis and findings of the study. It is these findings and analysis signaling the unique contribution of this study and paving the ground for the next section that covers discussions and conclusions with policy recommendations.

2. Conceptual Framework

Main drivers of the digitalization in banking are namely competitive advantages, efficiency increase, prompt respond to customer needs and profitability. Macroeconomic factors, legislative issues, digital technologies, and their implementation in many other sectors lead digitalization to be a compulsory and inevitable process for banking industry (TÜSİAD et al., 2016). In this respect, main banking functions like information gathering, account opening, customer on boarding, day-to-day banking, expanding relationship and ending relationship are covered in the digital framework. By means of digitalization, banks provide a wider range of services in a time saving manner with reduced human involvement and errors. Banks face changes in value creation (Ditshego, 2018) in this context and this results in fast and efficient operation of the finance system and cost minimization of operational processes by substituting machinery and digital processes for people and simple automated processes.

Digital transformation also transforms business towards mobile, flexible, customer-centered base as focused on reshaping customer value propositions and transforming the operating model. In this respect, enhancing products and services for a better customer experience, extending offerings for new value streams, creating new digital capabilities, leveraging information to manage across the organization, integrating and optimizing all digital and physical elements and redefining core elements for a radically reshaped value proposition are important. Hence, business models started to change within banks with digitalization. More efficient back-office operations, internet and mobile banking provided a dynamic platform of interactions and feedbacks between banks and customers. Data-driven business models and analysis became an important part of finance industry. Companies having sound business models, adaptive skills, coherent digitalization strategy, better understanding and expectations of digital transformation of the markets and economy are more likely to avoid costly mistakes and failures and benefit from this process (Davenport, Westerman, 2018).
In this respect, digitalization initially let in-house changes in business models of banks and financial institutions with increasing operational efficiency, internet and mobile distribution channels and decreasing human factor. Therefore, digitalization paved the ground for a more dynamic and changing era of financial sector with more interaction and collaboration of actors emerging as a main determinant of the change of the paradigm.

It is not only collaboration but also roles, business models and interactions between actors that are facing a change, a paradigm shift due to digitalization. From the perspective of traditional banking and legal framework, data privacy and secrecy are main concerns regarding digitalization. However, the pace of digitalization caused a paradigm shift to open banking in a platform-based business approach where interactions and value exchanges are facilitated like in old ancient marketplaces. Therefore, in open banking, data, processes, and business functionalities are made available within an ecosystem of customers, third party developers, FinTech startups, or partners. The services provided are financial and may come from banks as well as from third parties. Data sharing, accessibility, shared values, and collaboration are the main concepts defining open banking paradigm.

Following open banking, another platform-based business approach that is named as “beyond banking” emerged. There are different service providers providing multiple services to customers in this approach. These services are provided in an integrated and harmonious manner. The range of the content of these services have a large variety (e.g. mobility, security, delivery, home security) and banks can be part of this procurement process by providing niche and tailored financial services that consistently integrate the scope of services. This is the vertical integration that is the strategic part of value creation in a more competitive banking business environment. For value creation and benefit optimization, a vertical integration of operational process with specialized partners having cost efficiency in each step of business is of strategic importance. (Deloitte, 2018).

Open banking and beyond banking concepts set-up the bank of the future model in a respective manner. In open banking, banking providers do perform business in banking platform with data sharing and accessibility resulting in collaboration. Banking Provider refers to a leading supplier of (certain) financial services through third party platforms. In this respect, banking providers are comprised of banks, other financial institutions, third party developers, FinTech companies etc. Hence, Banking Platform is a digital platform where supply and demand, in other words providers
and customers meet, where the banks or third party financial products and services are offered to the bank’s customers. With beyond banking concept, banking platform transforms into an exponential platform which is developing and owning a digital platform where all types of (connected) services are offered to customers in a coherent manner (Deloitte, 2018) with respect to aforementioned vertical integration. Due to this vertical integration, banking providers and service providers are together in the ecosystem. This paradigm shift is displayed in Figure 1 below.

**Figure 1: Bank of the future model**


As seen from the figure, connected economy includes scope of products and services whilst connected customer contains control of client relations, distribution channels and ecosystems. Connected economy displays current banking products and services of today, open banking and beyond banking of tomorrow. Connected customer covers own platform and platform owned by others. In this respect, current banking products and services of today have today’s bank as own platform and banking provider as platform owned by others. Open banking of tomorrow has banking platform as own platform and banking provider as platform owned by others. Finally, beyond banking of tomorrow has exponential platform as own platform and banking and services provider in a more comprehensive manner.
Increasing competition in banking and finance sector shapes the future of this new business model with increasing need for collaboration. For example, it is crucial for FinTechs not to stay behind digital champions and develop further in the direction of exponential platforms for this goal. As customer demand shifts towards more complex banking products, they need to broaden the extent of their services in traditional banking services to meet this dynamic demand. This necessitates collaboration with banks and other specialized FinTechs. Increasing and dynamic collaboration and interaction correspond to the aspects of the future of banking named as beyond banking. Open innovation, sharing economy and shared marketplace in a data-intensive manner define the future paradigm.

Dynamic character of future paradigms for finance sector has repercussions in the emergence of a following concept, Open X, which is a common platform, in a sense a shared marketplace and actors of this platform are in a data-intensive framework with extensive utilization of data. Another major characteristic in this platform is collaboration among actors for the sake of the quality and sustainability of their services (Capgemini, EFMA 2019). This new paradigm forces actors to change their business model culture and technology architecture by leaving outdated business patterns and starting a radical digital transformation.

The future of banking business, defined by a common platform or a shared marketplace, is a phenomenon that actors of the ecosystem should consider as beyond open banking to remain in the ecosystem. The existing actors of the ecosystem, banks have extensive resources, networks of huge volumes of customers. On the other hand, FinTechs, as more recent actors of the ecosystem, are more flexible in their business models and methods and have a more entrepreneurial consideration, a start-up spirit together with their human-centered design expertise and technological capabilities. Thus, partnerships and collaborations will result in a win-win situation in this respect when these peculiarities are considered.

In this paradigm defined by partnerships and collaborations of actors in the ecosystem, with the utilization of technology, tailor-made financial services and customer feedbacks define the crossroads of customer experiences of financial services. This new paradigm is defined by the shift of the focus from products to customer experience, from assets to data centered approach, from ownership to shared access and from buying or building to partnering.

Application Programming Interfaces (APIs), a software intermediary that allows two applications to talk to each other, are utilized in open banking and are crucially
important means in the Open X environment. APIs, as drivers of innovation, provide flexibility to the actors to develop the quality of the customer experience and to provide prompt launching of products. As the industry moves towards an open architecture and as API recognition enhances, ecosystem players must utilize the use of standardized APIs in order to help reducing fraud, improving interoperability and increasing scalability. APIs are not only used by banks and Fintechs, but also by BigTechs like Google, Amazon etc. for integrating or monetizing services. APIs, information and information structure are important components of Sharing Economy that emphasizes the role of collaboration.

Open X environment is also defined with a shift of financial services having four pillars (Capgemini, EFMA 2019). The first pillar is the shift of focus to customer experience (vs. products). Transition from traditional banking to digital banking, digital banking to open banking and open banking to Open X is to be mentioned in this context. Products, ownership, build/buy and assets are respectively replaced by experiences, shared access, partner and data in Open X environment. Consent and trust with respect to data driven and data intensive business are main concepts in this manner. That is to say, trust of customers to banks and their data, which can be quitted by customers easily, define the consent economy and in this respect, banks must be able to integrate their services without any problems. The second pillar is evolving of data as a critical asset. With the evolution of “big data” as a major asset in data-driven economy, strategic utilization of data to benefit from new revenues, creating value and enhancing intuitive decision-making are main issues. Increasing volume of data and the need for data analysis let to utilization and adaptation of Artificial Intelligence (AI) in financial services for understanding customer needs better, prompt and precise analysis and decision-making and thus transforming the business culture towards that of start-ups in a dynamic manner.

Partnering of firms instead of unilaterally developing and purchasing capabilities is the third pillar. In this respect, to deliver value to end customers, Open X will force the pace of partnerships between the actors like banks, FinTechs and others for a more efficient ecosystem. It is important to have an encouraging and broadly skilled ecosystem to overcome challenges like data privacy, barriers due to regulatory framework, fraud, preclusion of the trust of customer and channel expertise. Shared access is the fourth pillar which is due to capabilities and asset ownership. Partnerships in the ecosystem will cause the transformation of ownership to a shared economy. Exploring the opportunities of shared economy following Uber and Airbnb has been a common situation in many industries. As a result, there emerges
new product development and distribution opportunities due to in-house efforts or partnerships with other actors in the developing financial sector ecosystem. In this respect, the shift from competition to collaboration in the financial ecosystem stems from structural collaboration. Elements of effective collaboration are people, finance, business and technology.

Consequently, digitalization and its effects as a major paradigm shift in the ecosystem are stated above. With considering these changes and related literature, the qualitative study comprised of structured interviews is structured and conducted. The methodology of this qualitative study is stated in the following section.

3. Methodology

To understand the effect of digitalization and related policy recommendations on Turkish Banking Sector (TBS), a qualitative study (Patton, 2002) comprised of structured interviews are conducted. All interviewees are asked the same, pre-established, questions in order to minimize researcher bias and increase generalizability of the findings (Qu, 2011). The interviews are conducted on Zoom due to Covid-19 pandemic. Representing all the groups of banks in TBS, different banking groups like state-owned banks, private deposit banks, Islamic participation banks, medium-sized banks and foreign banks are considered in this study. Seven representative banks selected in this study in terms of bank types are based on the tradeoff between the quantity of cases and in-depth studying (Kalling, 1999). Also, when selecting the banks, attention was paid on having a variety instead of a large amount of banks as has been done in various previous studies (e.g. Gsell and Mette, 2017). Selected banks are listed as: Bank A – medium scale foreign deposit bank; Bank B – big scale private deposit bank; Bank C – medium scale participation bank; Bank D – state development bank; Bank E - big scale private deposit bank; Bank F - medium scale private deposit bank; Bank G - medium scale state-owned deposit bank.

One bank from each banking group, as a relevant sample size represents the TBS in a sound manner. Banks are selected in accordance with the classification of Banking Regulation and Supervision Agency (BRSA). Asset share of selected banks in the study comprise about 40% of Turkish Banking Sector as of 2019 year-end. This sample size, in terms of covering different types of banks in the sector, as classified by BRSA, and covering the 40% of assets of TBS is a reasonable and saturated sample for the sector. More interviews with other banks have started to be iterations of findings of this study, in this regard due to the saturation level of the sample, the sample size is kept as seven diversified banks (Patton, 2002).
Selection criteria of the interviewees were mainly relating to their position in leading and managing the digitalization strategy and process of their banks. Therefore, all participants are in the top management positions responsible from and/or closely related to strategy and digitalization in their banks. They are either Vice-Presidents or Department Heads responsible from digitalization, digital transformation, alternative distribution channels and/or IT systems so that they provide not only perspective of their banks but also an overview of the industry together with projections for future regarding the industry and their bank.

4. Analysis and Findings

The data collected through a structured interview is analyzed using the pattern-making approach presented by Yin (2014). Quotations derived from interviews and related analysis are stated below with respect to certain topics.

4.1. Digitalization and Sector Competition

Digital transformation has started in Turkish banking sector around 2015-2016 as stated by Bank A.

Bank A “In 2015, we have started mobile banking in Turkey. For digitalization, there is no such a thing as one-size-fits-all.”

As mentioned by Bank B and Bank C, Turkish banking has become one of the leaders in the world; better than US and Europe banking in terms of service quality and variety, especially in the retail banking operations (Bank F). In fact, the installment option to credit cards is one of the inventions.

Bank B “Turkey is in front of Europe and US in terms of service quality in banking. Our customers are spoiled. This is a demand-driven sector.”

Bank C “Turkish banking sector is much better than Europe and US in terms of product variety. For example, installment to credit card is our invention”

Bank F “Retail banking is faster than corporate banking in digitalization.”

In fact, as stated by Bank E, Turkey has 56 million digital banking users of which 44 million of them are using mobile banking.

Bank E “There is digitalization index 2016 of Accenture and accordingly, Turkey in general is 61%, for financial companies 81%. Turkish retail banking digitalization has a leading role in the world. By January-March, according to banking association,
there are over 56 million digital banking of which 44 million are using mobile banking. It is an important sales channel”.

“First digitalization was a channel change, now it is the main channel”

As a customer demand-driven sector, stated by Bank F, after digitalization, the competition has been based on service instead of price. The channels of providing services have been changed to digital platforms, mainly internet and mobile phones and due to the expectations and necessities of the consumers, the priority is given to seamless and personalized services (Bank B). As Bank D states, customers can easily change service providers according to their expectations.

BANK F “There is customer driven competition”

BANK B “New developments in technology brought radical changes. Specifically, as the internet and mobile phone usage has become an important part of our daily lives, individuals’ expectations and necessities with their interactions with financial institutes have changed.”

“Now services provided out of the banks should be seamless”

“There is a need to design personalized solutions and proposals. As the life expectancy has increased, there are new and niche segments that need extraordinary solutions”

BANK F “Before digitalization, competition was based on price, now it is based on service. People want to get good service, fast accessibility, and trustful environment; we were focusing on product before; now we focus on customer”

BANK D “Digitalization provided customer base enlargement as customers are quick to shift towards institutions with faster operations.”

One main effect of digitalization of the sector has been providing high quality, fast, personalized, accessible services, the other is the reduction in the number of branches. The number of branches has decreased from 12,000 to 10,000 in the last few years.

BANK B “…the effect of digital transformation banks has started to close their branches between 2017-2019”

BANK F “Digitalization fastens and ease processes: customers’ operations diversification and makes them paperless. In the long run, I think banking will be without
branches. I cannot think of our children going to branches to pay electricity, gas bills, transfer money, buy currency etc. Branches may only be used for consultancy”

“We have a digital financial portal that uses no branch operation, which has been very beneficial during pandemic”

“For the last few years, the number of branches has decreased from 12,000 to 10,800”

BANK G “In banking, digitalization brought branchless banking. We try to provide trustful, fast and user-friendly customer experience through internet and mobile banking”

With the decrease in the number of branches, more operations have to be handled through the digital platforms. That has brought the need of fast, trustful, innovative solutions to customer expectations, which is front desk operations, and also a new organizational system, back desk operations. To achieve this digital transformation, banks have started to use AI.

BANK G “Digitalization is transformation of knowledge and data to digital and it affected not only the product but also the whole system”

BANK B “Now, AI is the trend”

“Artificial intelligence, non-intermediary systems etc. affect doing business in the financial world”

One additional effect of AI also has been on digital marketing as mentioned by Bank D. Therefore, besides operational processes and service quality, AI is increasing the quality of competition by digital marketing.

BANK D “Retail banks started using AI. We are starting to use AI in pop-ups and digital marketing in our bank.”

New technology usage in the financial system has brought a new challenge to the competition. Banks have started to compete to provide new service channels and adapt/restructure their organization to the new digital world. That has created a necessity to cooperate with other technology and data driven companies such as Fintechs and technology firms.

BANK A “Digitalization is there, in some cases as leapfrog, in some slower. Maturity differs from one country to another, for example, Fintech is growing much high-
er in China than any other country due to its market, population, and social status.”

BANK B “In Europe there is Payment Services Directive, Open Bank Standards, Opening APIs for Fintechs that create competition risk as threats to payment services, asset management, and financial consultancy services of banks”

“In US there is GAFAM (Google, Amazon, Facebook, Apple and Microsoft) and in Asia there is BATPJ (Baidu, Alibaba, Tencent, Xiaomi, PJ Pingan and JD) as the giant technology firm competing aggressively against banks due to their collected data size, customer network and their expertise in AI”

Turkey, as one of the leaders of the global banking sector in terms of product variety and quality, has been behind many countries in cooperating with other financial institutions. In the first decade of 2000s, due to investments for the adaptation of recent banking technologies, TBS was mentioned among the leaders in global banking sector as stated in the interviews. However, due to lacks in collaboration with Fintechs and other actors, TBS failed to create an innovation system and consequently, Turkey has been behind many countries as mentioned in the interviews.

BANK F “Yet, we do not have enough cooperation with Fintechs. We are followers in that respect. If we put AI maturity level on a scale of 1-5 (1 lowest, 5 highest), our sector is 2”

4.2. Policy Recommendations

There have been some improvements in regulations to ease the adaptation process to digital transformations and Covid-19 period. For example, as Bank B states, some regulations promote financial technology, crisis management and Development Plan covering the issues of e-government and ID verification system to ease the adaptation of customers and banks to new technologies. Digital transformation of regulations in accordance is very important for ensuring the diffusion and adaptation of new technologies.

BANK B “Regulations are promoting financial technology usage and increase competition in this area”.

“In Turkey, in the Development Plan, there are actions for diversifying financial institutions, developing e-commerce, retail chain, e-government open data and ID verification systems”.

“The first reaction to 2001 crises makes the system stay on its feet”.
BANK C “Opening Digital Transformation Office and e-government portal by the government is good in terms of awareness”.

As Bank F states, banking sector is in front of many countries in product variety and can be better if new regulations are adapted. For example, easing bank account opening by developed ID confirmation systems and harmonization of legal framework with respect to digital transformation.

BANK F “Turkish banking sector is good in terms of technology, innovation, product diversification compared to Europe and US. However, it can become a leader if regulatory side is also adapted”.

According to Bank B and E, Turkey needs government support for open banking. Convergence of legal framework with flexibilities for data sharing in TBS is a major issue. Legal framework restricts data sharing. However, harmonization of legal framework to digital transformation with flexibilities in data sharing, developed ID verification systems and substituting the need for physical signature are stated as main support from government in terms of adapting legal framework in this manner.

BANK B “China, UK, US… all have open banking structure. Turkey could not step forward and get behind. Turkey is not like China. China has a large scale, product has a big chance of being successful. For us, we need government supported fragmentation and specialization”

BANK E “The future is open banking and our country is in its initial stage. We need to share data with other institutions and this stage needs new regulations.”

“Regulations slow down the innovation process of banks” (Jakšič and Marinč, 2015; Vasiljeva and Lukanova, 2016). Bank B states that capital restrictions and controls and restrictions related to data sharing limit the improvements in innovation.

BANK B “In Turkey, there are limitations due to regulations. From now on even bills will not be sent through email. Capital restrictions and controls prevent innovation improvements”.

“In the foundation of AI, there is data. In Turkey, according to the legislations, data should stay inside the country. For that reason, we could not utilize related cloud technologies and architects.”
Bank B and E mentions the importance of the role for unionized and secure structure of labor market for banks.

BANK B “For the workforce, there has to be a sound union structure, employee focused culture and instead of firing there can be a retirement option”.

BANK E “Our service necessitates legislative responsibilities in terms of work security and with covid-19 life security.”

As Bank E, C, and A state for new technology (blockchain and digital money) adaptation, especially for corporate banking, as Bank F mentions, which is not as fast as retail banking in digitalization, new regulations that ease the operations to use new technologies and trustful environment have to be made.

BANK E “For blockchain and digital money, it is early to say something because traditionally government prints money. Of course, in economy these will be placed somehow, active reactive management, regulations, limitations will determine our activities”

BANK C “For blockchain usage, there are question marks about having a guarantee by the government. For example, if I use blockchain for land registry system or smart contracts, will the government accept this, or will Central Bank accept money transfers by blockchain?”

BANK A “Only the one on the top that has the control can temple of blockchain. Trust is a big issue. This is nationwide governmental strategic decision”

“Digital money is also a national strategy. Central banks play key role”

BANK F “Corporate banking is not as fast as retail banking in digitalization. To catch up, government should have new legislations.”

In fact, as Bank F explains, some operations do still need physical signature. E-signature usage should be encouraged by building safe and standardized environment with regulations. Also, this paper based, time consuming and sometimes untransparent processes can be costly for advisory/supervisory authorities during the investigation period. In addition, Bank C mentions the importance of flexible regulations in some instances such as having an easier process for long distance account openings and/or opening a branch.

BANK F “For example, onboarding has been our agenda, becoming customer
process. We still need wet signature. This (e-signature) has passed as a regulation in the parliament but still should be supported by BDDK and MASAK to be safe”

“Organizational processes have been digitalized even the supervisory controlling activities. There is no document or wet signature anymore, supervision process has been shortened”

BANK C “We still cannot open a bank account for long distance. We have problems with AML (Anti-Money Laundering) and related KYC (Know Your Customer). We need more flexible regulations. Otherwise, technology companies for example mobile operators will be adapted very fast and start to give credits, open accounts etc.”

“BigTech, Techfin are threat for us. We have some regulatory limitations in this competition. For example, we need the permission of BRSA to open a branch but BigTechs do not need this kind of permission.”

Also, Bank D mentions the need of harmony in legislative framework for the sake of digital transformation. As mentioned above, Civil Law, Law of Obligations, Commercial Law and Banking Law should be amended to include digital signature in harmony with the digital transformation of working life, business and personal lives. In this respect, as opening bank account transforms to a digital operation, a major obstacle in digitalization of banking would be overcome.

Next section discusses these findings and analysis with policy recommendations and conclusion.

5. Discussion, Policy Recommendation and Conclusion

As the interviews with the selected banks show in this qualitative study, digital transformation has gained pace in Turkish Banking Sector by 2015 onwards. But with underlying grounds, the real transformation started by the second decade of the millennium. In parallel with the rapid diffusion of smart phones with 3G technology by 2001 onwards, first digital applications emerged. By these years, Turkish banks already began to adapt internet banking with late 1990s and early 2000s. The increasing volume of internet banking (Tekeli, 2017) was accompanied with WAP banking services provided by Turkish banks with an increasing wide range of services (Türkoğlu, 2002).

Rapid adaptation and diffusion of internet services and development of WAP banking technologies provided a prompt adaptation and learning process for cus-
customers. As mentioned in interviews, the paradigm of competition shifted from price competition to providing prompt and qualified services in Turkish Banking Sector. Besides, this paradigm shift, to maintain and develop their brand value, banks were facing pressure to be pioneers or not being laggards in adaptation and provision of new technologies (Türkoğlu, 2002). In this respect, as a repercussion of domino effect, the increasing adaptation of internet services, e-trade and digital services paved the ground for development of basic mobile applications, WAP banking and respectively, the competition in Turkish Banking Sector forced banks to rapidly adapt and provide these services to customers.

Customer demand as a driving force was one of the reasons of this adaptation of digital technologies. Another reason for this dynamic competition structure of Turkish Banking Sector was the ability of Turkish banks to invest in digital technologies to be pioneers in the sector in the first decade of 2000s. Due to stringent financial policy and supervision mechanism, Turkish Banks had strong capital adequacy ratios during the financial turmoil in that decade which paved the ground for investment appetite for new technologies. When product variety, customer satisfaction and sector is considered, Turkish banks are strong in adapting and developing digital products and technologies in a demand-driven manner. Hence, Turkish banking gained global significance in terms of service quality, product development and rapid adaptation of demand-driven digital technologies. The role of Turkish banks as early adapters or leaders is also emphasized in interviews.

However, until recent years, Turkish banks were mostly utilizing in-house resources for development of products and utilization of digital technologies as pointed in interviews. From 2015 onwards, we begin to see emergence of Fintechs and an eco-system with actors other than banks. Insufficiency of collaboration between banks, Fintechs and other technology companies is the recent problem of Turkish Banking sector for losing the global leading role and becoming a follower in this process. We need to see a more dynamic collaboration between banks, Fintechs and other technology developers in an eco-system for Turkish banking sector. That is to say, besides being strong in adapting digital technologies and changes, it is important to have a sound eco-system, an effective system of innovation with interactions and collaborations among actors to have a pioneer and leading role globally in digital competition as digitalization is not only an operational innovation but instead a new paradigm as pointed out in interviews.

To set up such a system of innovation, banks, government authorities, The Bank’s Association of Turkey and/or other actors should have leaded banks and Fintechs to enhance collaboration networks. Turkish banks already have a history of collabora-
tion with each other as in the examples of sharing POSs and ATMs for operational cost minimization. But on the contrary, Turkish banks lack in collaboration with Fintechs and other companies to be able to compete with technology companies. In terms of inter industry vs. intra-industry collaboration, the deficiency in inter-industry collaboration is a repercussion of conservatism and lacks in understanding the philosophy of digitalization, its effect in business models, new challenges that digitalization brings and the importance of digital tools in new business model of banking. Hence, it is possible to state that, a serious and long-term consideration of digitalization as a radical innovation in banking and all services sector will bring more focus and investment on development of digital technologies, products and rapid adaptation of them in collaboration with other actors of innovation system. This will most likely result in customer base enlargement with utilization of these technologies and creation of new digital business models and services.

5.1. Policy Recommendations

Policy recommendations have a large variety of topics to be covered. However, it is initially important to consider and express planned policies related with the content of this study that are stated in 11th Development Plan that was issued by Strategy and Budget Department of Presidency of Turkey in 2019. Digital transformation is a strategic factor as stated in the Plan. Therefore, accelerating digital transformation, development of interfaces, standards, measurement methodology for digital transformation is emphasized in this context.

The formation of a safe financial technology (Fintech) ecosystem together with a road map for its development, legislative alignment with the EU Payment Services Directive-2 for strengthening open banking legal infrastructure, establishing Association of Payment Services and Electronic Money Institutions and Istanbul Finance and Technology Base, implementing blockchain-based digital central bank money are following related goals denoted in the Plan. Hence, considering the policy goals of the Plan, innovation systems approach is used for designing policy recommendations to overcome policy problems and related weak points stated in this study. Therefore, development of collaboration networks, transformation of legal system, developing entrepreneurship in TBS by supporting Fintechs, revising regulatory and supervisory framework from innovation perspective, competence building and harmonization of work-life in this respect are major policy recommendations that will be detailed with policy aims, policy tools and policy targets respectively.

Policy recommendations are stated in Table 1 in the following pages and then stated in related topics, respectively.
Table 1. Policy Implications for Digitalization in Turkish Banking Sector

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy Recommendations</th>
<th>Policy Problem: Insufficient inter-industry interactions and collaborations</th>
<th>Policy Tools</th>
<th>Policy Targets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Collaboration networks in TBS should be developed.</td>
<td>- Promoting perception of Fintechs and banks as collaborators by joint activities and projects.</td>
<td>BRSA is to have an innovation perspective for TBS and prepare innovation strategy documents with joint committees from sector.</td>
<td>Becoming digital leader and reaching the optimized digital maturity level in digital transformation maturity model of this study.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Developing a Technological System of Innovation in TBS.</td>
<td>- Revising and amending Civil Law, Law of Obligations, Commercial Law and Banking Law in accordance with digital transformation.</td>
<td>- Adaptation of digital signature and smart ID verification systems for customers in opening bank accounts.</td>
<td>Providing the legal basis of global competitive advantage for TBS in digitalization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Legal System should be transformed in harmony with digitalization.</td>
<td>- Having a legal system in compliance with digitalization process.</td>
<td>- Revising competition law in accordance with digitalization and new business models stemming from this process.</td>
<td>- Preparing the legal framework for data sharing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Developing Entrepreneurship in TBS by supporting Fintechs.</td>
<td>- Setting-up a framework for interactions of Fintechs with knowledge spillovers.</td>
<td>- Promoting new start-up Fintechs.</td>
<td>Utilizing the benefits of developed entrepreneurship by means of Fintechs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Having a developed entrepreneurial framework with knowledge spillovers and interactions in accordance with systems of innovation approach.</td>
<td>- Designing tax incentives and new funding opportunities for start-up Fintechs in collaboration with banks.</td>
<td>- Revising legal framework for data sharing.</td>
<td>- Promoting perception of Fintechs and banks as collaborators by joint activities and projects.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Policy Implications for Digitalization in Turkish Banking Sector (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy Problem</th>
<th>Policy Recommendations</th>
<th>Policy Aims</th>
<th>Policy Tools</th>
<th>Policy Targets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Policy Problem: The need for a leading role in developing standards, sectoral strategy and road map for digital transformation and setting up a systems of innovation with a revised regulatory and supervisory framework from innovation perspective.</strong></td>
<td>- Revising Regulatory and Supervisory Framework from Innovation Perspective.</td>
<td>- Having a proactive regulatory and supervisory framework from innovation perspective in TBS.</td>
<td>- Drafting sectoral innovation strategy and developing innovation rankings and ratings for banks.</td>
<td>Having a sectoral innovation system with strong interactions and collaborations among stakeholders.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Developing sectoral digital maturity level models and rating banks in accordance.</td>
<td>Providing the legal basis of global competitive advantage for TBS in digitalization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Organizing joint activities, setting-up study groups and committees with participation of sector actors for ranking and rating innovative capacities of actors in TBS, developing strategies for adaptation of future technologies like AI, blockchain and digital money.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Developing standards for APIs and implementation of other technological developments in TBS.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Collaborating with other banking regulation and supervision authorities in an international level for adaptation of various policies in other countries from an innovation perspective.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Developing sectoral digital maturity level models and rating banks in accordance.</td>
<td>Providing the legal basis of global competitive advantage for TBS in digitalization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Organizing joint activities, setting-up study groups and committees with participation of sector actors for ranking and rating innovative capacities of actors in TBS, developing strategies for adaptation of future technologies like AI, blockchain and digital money.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Developing standards for APIs and implementation of other technological developments in TBS.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Collaborating with other banking regulation and supervision authorities in an international level for adaptation of various policies in other countries from an innovation perspective.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Policy Problem: Shortcomings and problems stemming from legal system that slow down the sectoral progress in digitalization</strong></td>
<td>- Legal System should be transformed in harmony with digitalization.</td>
<td>- Having a legal system in compliance with digitalization process.</td>
<td>- Revising and amending Civil Law, Law of Obligations, Commercial Law and Banking Law in accordance with digital transformation.</td>
<td>Providing the legal basis of global competitive advantage for TBS in digitalization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Adaptation of digital signature and smart ID verification systems for customers in opening bank accounts.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Revising legal framework for data sharing.</td>
<td>Providing the legal basis of global competitive advantage for TBS in digitalization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Policy Problem: The need for developing entrepreneurship in TBS with a revised regulatory and supervisory framework from innovation perspective.</strong></td>
<td>- Developing Entrepreneurship in TBS by supporting Fintechs.</td>
<td>- Having a developed entrepreneurial framework with knowledge spillovers and interactions in accordance with system of innovation approach.</td>
<td>- Setting-up a framework for interactions of Fintechs with knowledge spillovers.</td>
<td>Utilizing the benefits of developed entrepreneurship by means of Fintechs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Promoting new start-up Fintechs.</td>
<td>Utilizing the benefits of developed entrepreneurship by means of Fintechs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Designing tax incentives and new funding opportunities for start-up Fintechs in collaboration with banks.</td>
<td>Utilizing the benefits of developed entrepreneurship by means of Fintechs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Revising legal framework for data sharing.</td>
<td>Utilizing the benefits of developed entrepreneurship by means of Fintechs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.1.1. Development of Collaboration Networks

Insufficient inter-industry interactions and collaborations are policy problem that necessitates development of collaboration networks for the policy aim of developing a system of innovation in TBS. Therefore, enhancing interactions and collaborations between banks, Fintechs, technology companies, regulatory and supervisory authority, universities and research institutes as stakeholders are main components of this policy aim.
In order to enhance these interactions and collaborations, policy tools are as such:

- Promoting perception of FinTechs and banks as collaborators by joint activities and projects.

- Regulatory and supervisory authority, BRSA, should have an innovation perspective for TBS and prepare innovation strategy documents with joint committees from sector.

- Penetration of universities and research institutes to the eco-system should be promoted by joint activities and projects.

- Joint working groups and committees comprised of all stakeholders stated above in the eco-system should be established.

- Strategy and road map for a sectoral innovation system for TBS should be discussed and drafted by these joint working groups and committees.

Policy target for TBS in this context is having a sectoral innovation system with strong interactions and collaborations among stakeholders.

5.1.2. Transformation of Legal System

Shortcomings and problems stemming from legal system in the operational process that slow down the sectoral progress in digitalization are policy problems that necessitate transformation of legal system in accordance with digitalization. Policy aim in this title is having a legal system that is door opening for digitalization and innovations in TBS.

Policy tools for such a legal system are stated below:

- Revising and amending Civil Law, Law of Obligations, Commercial Law and Banking Law in accordance with digital transformation.

- Adaptation of digital signature and smart ID verification systems for customers in opening bank accounts.

- Revising competition law in accordance with digitalization and new business models stemming from this process.

- Revising legal framework for data sharing.

Policy target in this context is to provide the legal basis of global competitive
advantage for TBS in digitalization. Therefore, increasing pace of adaptations and developments in digitalization may attribute a leading role to TBS in digital globalization.

5.1.3. Transformation of Legal System

Shortcomings and problems stemming from legal system in the operational process that slow down the sectoral progress in digitalization are policy problems that necessitate transformation of legal system in accordance with digitalization. Policy aim in this title is having a legal system that is door opening for digitalization and innovations in TBS.

Policy tools for such a legal system are stated below:

- Revising and amending Civil Law, Law of Obligations, Commercial Law and Banking Law in accordance with digital transformation.
- Adaptation of digital signature and smart ID verification systems for customers in opening bank accounts.
- Revising competition law in accordance with digitalization and new business models stemming from this process.
- Revising legal framework for data sharing.

Policy target in this context is to provide the legal basis of global competitive advantage for TBS in digitalization. Therefore, increasing pace of adaptations and developments in digitalization may attribute a leading role to TBS in digital globalization.

5.1.4. Developing Entrepreneurship in TBS by supporting Fintechs

Entrepreneurship is an important phenomenon to be promoted as stated 11th Development Plan. Hence, there is a need for supporting and developing entrepreneurship in financial sector in accordance with development goals. As a result, policy aim in this respect is having a developed entrepreneurial framework with knowledge spillovers and interactions in accordance with systems of innovation approach. Policy tools for developing entrepreneurship in TBS by supporting Fintechs are stated below:

- Setting-up a framework for interactions of Fintechs with knowledge spillovers.
• Promoting new start-up Fintechs.
• Designing tax incentives and new funding opportunities for start-up Fintechs in collaboration with banks.

As a result, policy target in this context is utilizing the benefits of developed entrepreneurship by means of Fintechs. They are very dynamic and agile actors with high skills of adaptation and innovative capacities in the ecosystem. They are able to trigger banks for enhanced collaboration and develop a system of innovation with enhanced innovative capacity.

5.1.5. Revising Regulatory and Supervisory Framework from Innovation Perspective

The need for a leading role in developing standards, sectoral strategy and road map for digital transformation and setting up a system of innovation necessitate revising regulatory and supervisory framework from innovation perspective. Policy aim in this perspective is having a proactive regulatory and supervisory framework from innovation perspective in TBS.

In this respect, policy tools for revising regulatory and supervisory framework from innovation perspective are stated below:

• Drafting sectoral innovation strategy and developing innovation rankings and ratings for banks.
• Developing sectoral digital maturity level models and rating banks in accordance.
• Organize joint activities, set-up study groups and committees with participation of sector actors for ranking and rating innovative capacities of actors in TBS, developing strategies for adaptation of future technologies like AI, blockchain and digital money.
• Develop standards for APIs and implementation of other technological developments in TBS.
• Collaborating with other banking regulation and supervision authorities in an international level for adaptation of various policies in other countries from an innovation perspective.

Hence, policy targets in this context are having sectoral indicators, as rating and
ranking of innovation for sector actors in solo basis and for sector in a consolidated basis, and a dynamic innovation policy development framework with active participation of sector actors.

5.1.6. Competence Building and Harmonization of Work-Life

With respect adaptation of technologies like AI, the need for human factor in banking and mainly in-service sector decreases. Moreover, new technologies are prone to create employment problems in service sector and more specifically in financial sector. Hence, competence building and harmonization of work-life in TBS in accordance with digitalization and technological developments are policy aims in this context.

Policy tools for competence building and harmonization of work-life in TBS in accordance with digitalization and technological developments are stated below:

- Joint committees and working groups comprised of sector representatives, unions and state authorities should work together for developing strategies for competence building in TBS and coping with negative employment effects new technologies.

- Unions should be more active and in collaboration with TBS, together with universities in developing competence building academic programs.

- Collaboration of TBS with universities for developing curriculums and training their staff, forming bank academies like data academy etc.

- Framework of Labor Law need to be revised in accordance with new business models and work relations stemming from digitalization and other technological developments.

- Retirement options need to be promoted in TBS, instead of firing from work due to decreasing need for personnel because of digitalization.

- Need for enhanced negotiations, communication, interactions and networks of unions and TBS.

- As experienced during Covid-19, developing a culture of distant working, working from home in TBS.

Policy target in this context is coping with employment effects of new technologies with more competent human capacity, utilizing new employment opportunities
for developing requirements for new skills. Thus, development of skills and competency of human capacity is important as a social policy, in the era of rapidly changing requirement for skills and substitution of human factor by technology (like AI mainly in finance sector etc.).

These policy recommendations can be extended with more topics. But major headlines of policy development in this regard are mainly as stated above.

5.2. Conclusion

These findings and discussions reveal the fact that there is a need for a holistic approach to set up the framework for development of collaboration networks, transformation of legal system, developing entrepreneurship in TBS by supporting Fintechs, revising Regulatory and Supervisory framework from innovation perspective and competence building and harmonization of work-life. In fact, supporting Jakšič et al. (2015) and Vasiljeva et al. (2016) that mention the probable restrictive effect of regulatory framework on banks’ innovative processes, the bank directors interviewed in this study also point out the importance of flexibility and adaptation of regulations in the innovation ecosystem. TBS needs a leading actor to set up an innovation framework. Therefore, regulatory and supervisory authorities may have such a role in setting a sectoral innovation system both in Turkey and globally.

In addition, looking at the business model approach, as Ditshego (2018) states and repeatedly mentioned by the current study’s interviewees, changes in value creation stemming from digitalization necessitate fast, accessible, and efficient operations that satisfy customer expectations. In this respect, supporting Deloitte (2018), our results show that vertical integration of operational process with specialized partners having cost efficiency in each step of business gains strategic importance.

Hence, this strategic partnership consideration leads to a platform banking approach (Open X) for sustainable banking services. The new paradigm has been discussed by Capgemini EFMA (2019) as a change in business culture and technology architecture with radical digital transformation. This new development is also mentioned by bank directors interviewed through the needs of collaborating with Fintechs and perceiving them as complementary partners while defining Big Techs and technology companies as potential competitors. To gain a competitive advantage in the sector, banks need to develop and gain experience on tools such as APIs and AI to enhance innovative capacity and customer experience quality. As mentioned by the interviewees, regulatory authorities are expected to provide safe and transparent environment for these new technological transformations.
For further studies, the effect of Covid-19 experience on policy development, competence building, harmonization of work-life and working relations in the context of digitalization are other important issues to be considered. The impacts of digitalization and Covid-19 on the business models of banking sector has been explored recently (Yıldırım, 2020) and will be searched by many other qualitative and quantitative studies in the aftermath.
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